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About Rondal

Rondal is internationally renowned for its advanced 

design, engineering, and quality of manufacturing –  

a reputation underpinned by a passion for 

innovation, unrivalled expertise, and a continuous 

drive to refine.

The Rondal team consists of approx. 60 employees 

who are all experts in their field. The workforce  

includes highly qualified engineers, composite 

workers, CNC machine operators, and welders, as 

well as a host of complementary specialists.

Having accumulated decades of experience in 

composite engineering and manufacturing, Rondal 

serves the market with specialized products for both 

sailing yachts and motor yachts.
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Our hatches

From traditional to ultra-modern, Rondal’s composite hatches for sail and motor yachts are available both 

as “off-the-shelf” and as entirely tailor-made to a bespoke design. Our decades of experience are your 

guarantee for proven carbon fibre principles, with a choice of manual, electric, hydraulic or pneumatic 

drives. Concealed hinges ensure an uncluttered deck.

Rondal serves as a one stop shop for the full project’s scope of deck hatches and other composite items. 

This way of working unburdens both yard and client in terms of project management, engineering, 

manufacturing and installation, while increasing efficiency and ensuring consistent top quality of the 

products – all delivered and commissioned as turn-key projects.
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AiR Carbon deck hatch

The AiR carbon deck hatch is the result of a thorough R&D process which set out to meet the most 

demanding criteria. This new AiR Hatch generation of deck hatches can justifiably be hailed as the next 

level of deck hatch design, as yet unseen in the market. 

Rondal, renowned for its top quality deck hatches for decades, has once again challenged and surpassed 

the status quo with this new development, which through expert engineering and ingenuity introduces a 

number of smart patented solutions. The AiR Hatch adds advanced and unique features to the hatch and 

aesthetic/cost-effective value to the yacht.
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16mm teak hinge design

The innovative hinge design uniquely allows for a full 16mm 

of teak instead of the conventional 12mm. This means that the 

hatches are no longer the thinnest part of the teak deck, yielding 

a significant increase in lifespan for the full teak deck (which now 

can be extended to 8-10 years). 

Lightweight

Because of our unique production method (curing advanced pre-

preg carbon fibre laminates between a male and female mould) 

the product already has a perfect shape and smoothness. This 

means that it doesn’t require any fairing and filler, resulting in 

further weight savings – which can quickly add up, depending on 

the number of hatches the yacht has. Carbon composite is the 

ultimate performance building material.

Compared to conventional aluminium hatches, full carbon hatches 

and gutters can achieve up to 30% weight saving. 

Smart design and functionality

The design of the AiR is completely flush on the top deck side. The 

base of the hatch is completely smooth: there are no protruding 

or projecting parts and the locking handles sit comfortably within  

the height of the frame. This allows for more flexibility in terms 

of interior finish, and mosquito screens and blinds can easily be 

fitted. The slim design requires only a minimum of space under 

the flush deck, leaving more volume for the interior.

From a functionality perspective, Rondal has cleverly and uniquely 

addressed the issue of friction loads on the hatch surroundings, 

which occur in conventional hinges when installed into a curved 

deck. The smart patented design ensures automatic alignment of 

the hinges, resulting in a frictionless movement by which the AiR 

MkII eliminates loads on its adjacent structure, and always hinges 

effortlessly into every position of the hatch
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Experience & Expertise

There is no substitute for Rondal’s decades of experience in 

making top quality hatches and recognizing which advanced 

innovative solutions ensure the best result. The AiR MkII 

benefits from knowledge accumulated since 1976 and has 

produced unrivalled proven concepts that are lauded across 

the globe.

Benefitting from standardization

Rondal incorporated a smart level of standardization to 

ensure interchangeability, and improve ease of maintenance 

and spare part keeping. This means that the AiR is with 

equipped with a number of standard components such 

as gas springs and locks. Though all Rondal hatches are 

customizable, critical design principles for the AiR Hatch 

were standardized to allow for competitive pricing as well as 

relying on the top quality mark of proven principles.  Options: 

Class approval, open/close detection, glass, colour coated, 

visual trims.

Features and benefits

• Fully customizable multi plane radii for deck curvature

• Patented self-aligning hinges to ensure frictionless motion 

and to prevent loads on the adjoining structure

• Concealed hinges

• 16mm teak hinge design

• Robust, durable, reliable and maintenance-friendly

• No protruding/projecting parts; smooth and flush deck 

and clear opening

• Proven principles through decades of experience

• Lightweight

• Standardized principles and parts 

• Customizable

• Corrosion-proof

• Minimal thermal expansion: perfect fit and no stress loads 

on glass and fitting 

• Powder-coated: robust, chip resistant

• Quick & easy installation

• Minimum waste due to efficient production process
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Sliding Hatch

Pneumatically or electrically operated.
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Custom Hatches

Rondal is the go-to custom composite specialist if standard products don’t do the job. The recently 

delivered tender garage hatch for SEA EAGLE II is such an example. This is the largest composite 

hatch built to date by Rondal. It measures a whopping 9 meters by almost 3,5 meters and was built 

entirely out of carbon composite. 

Carbon, because of its excellent strength to weight ratio, is a superb yacht building material as it 

allows for significant weight savings. In the case of SEA EAGLE II, saving weight on the hatch door 

itself, meant in turn that the hydraulics could be sized down – saving weight and space. This example 

shows that smart solutions often trickle down in multiple efficiencies throughout the system. 
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Other significant advantages of composites are:

• minimal thermal expansion;

• no corrosion;

• insulation within structure;

• components can be built to exact 3D scanned dimensions, 

to ensure a perfect fit.

Rondal is widely recognized by the industry as the composite 

expert and building partner for superyacht projects. 
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